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Patterns of point sets and tilings were produced and studied for centuries in
many cultures. At the border line of mathematics, crystallography, chemistry
and physics the general opinion is that every construction for point sets has a
counterpart for tilings, but usually this belief is not supported by theorems.
This thesis explores the connection between point sets and tilings in two
areas in more details:
(1) The construction of tilings from point sets, leading to the introduction
of clustered Delone point sets and the clustered Voronoi cell tiling con-
struction, which allows to produce tilings from point sets which cannot
be constructed as Voronoi cell tilings.
(2) A generalized cut-and-project method to produce tilings from higher-
dimensional hypercube tilings, including non-generic boundary cases.




Tiling designs on all sorts of surfaces with different kinds of symmetries
appear in many cultures since thousands of years, see [2] for many striking
examples. The development of natural sciences in the last centuries extended
these ideas to three dimensions, to explain the symmetries of crystals as the
result of symmetric arrangements of the atomic building blocks. Finally, the
last decudes saw an extension of the notion of symmetry first in abstract
patterns like the Penrose tilings and then in actually synthesized materials,
to quasi-crystallographic structure (see again [14] for the abstract patterns,
but also [21] for more examples from chemistry).
The approaches to all these phenomena and mathematical constructions
fell into two classes from the very beginning: Either you scatter points in
the plane or higher-dimensional spaces and ask about possible patterns with
symmetries in these point sets. This is the approach mainly used in crystal-
lography, because it is indispensable for calculating the scattering diagrams
of structural analysis by X-rays.
One splits up the plane or higher-dimensional spaces into bounded areas
without gaps and overlaps, and try to find possible patterns and symme-
tries for such tilings. This method certainly provides the nicer pictures. But
whatever the advantages of the two approaches for a given purpose are, it is
commonly assumed that they are essentially equivalent: Whatever you can
do with and state for point sets has a counterpart for tilings, and vice versa.
Usually this belief is supported by exhibiting methods how to obtain tilings
from point spaces, and vice versa, like the construction of Voronoi-cell tilings.
However, no exact theorems about such correspondences can be found in the
literature.
In this thesis we explore this connection between point sets and tilings in
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detail in two areas:
(1) Constructions leading from Delone point sets to tiling.
The standard method to obtain a (simple polyhedral) tiling from a De-
lone point set (see Definition 1.3.1) is the Voronoi-cell construction.
However, already simple plane tilings cannot be constructed that way,
as we show in this thesis for the rhomb tiling introduced in Section 2.1.
Therefore we propose a clustered Voronoi-cell construction using clus-
tered Delone point sets (see Definition 2.2.1) and uniting the ordinary
Voronoi-cells of the point set of all the points in a cluster (see Section
2.2.2). For every plane simple tiling we can show that there exists a
clustered Delone point set whose clustered Voronoi-cells coincide with
the tiles of the tiling (see Theorem 2.3.3).
The construction in the proof is rather complicated because we con-
sider quite general plane simple tilings. Therefore it seems difficult to
extend the construction to tilings of higher-dimensional spaces. But
on the other hand we cannot see any obstructions to the existence of
such clustered Delone point sets in arbitrary dimension. The example
of the rhomb tiling in Section 2.2.3 indicates that the construction may
be simplified if the tiling is made up of only a few prototiles and has
many symmetries.
Finally, in the past decades many equivalence relations on tilings were
developed, for example (mutual) local derivability (see [13], Chapter 5),
sometimes also including symmetries beyond translations (see [1], [17]).
This particular relation ensures that equivalent tilings have the same
tiling spaces. One may ask whether the construction of a (clustered)
Delone point set becomes simpler if one only requires that the associ-
ated (clustered) Voronoi-cell tiling is equivalent to the given tiling, in
whatever sense of equivalence preferred.
(2) Cut-and-project tilings with boundary cases.
A famous construction method for aperiodic but still quasi-crystallo-
graphic tilings like the Penrose tiling is the cut-and-project method.
Using a window on linear subspaces, faces of the standard hypercube
tiling orthogonally projected into that window are orthogonally pro-
jected onto the linear subspace orthogonal to the window subspace,
to produce a tiling of this subspace (see Section 3.1 for more details).
However, the window must be chosen very carefully such that these
projected faces cover the whole subspace without overlaps. A possible
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choice for such a window is the (translated) orthogonal projection of a
hypercube such a window as called a canonical window.
The analogous method for point sets is much more flexible, allowing
arbitrary lattices as a source of the projected points, and more general
shapes of windows ((see [13], Chapter 7), [12]). However, most au-
thors still require generic conditions: The lattice points should project
densely into the window and no lattice point should be projected onto
the boundary of the window. In this thesis, we present a cut-and-
project method using a canonical window but allowing the cut-and-
project data to be non-generic: The window can be parallel to faces of
the standard hypercube tiling, and faces can be projected to the bound-
ary of the window. This requires a careful analysis of what parts of the
boundary of the strip formed as a product of window and orthogonal
linear subspace are allowed to contain parts of a face (see Section 3.1).
In that way we can construct crystallographic tilings whose isometry
group is a given wallpaper group as a cut-and-project tiling (see Sec-
tion 3.3). It seems possible to construct crystallographic tilings whose
isometry group is any given crystallographic group, without any further
decorations of the tiles as for example colors or symbols of arrows on
the edges. Such diagrams are already missing for wallpaper groups in
the literature. In [1] another method to construct such non-decorated
crystallographic tilings is presented, but it produces more irregular pro-
totiles.
In more theoretical directions, these crystallographic cut-and-project
tilings can be used as intermediate steps in cut-and-project construc-
tions of more complicated tilings, like quasi-crystallographic tilings.
The advantage of such an intermediate step could be that the dimension
of the projections are reduced and thus easier to understand. Further-
more, we show in Section 3.2 how symmetries of the cut-and-project
data induce symmetries on the cut-and-project tilings, so a crystal-
lographic cut-and-project tiling as an intermediate step can also help
to understand the symmetries of a quasi-crystallographic tiling or its
tiling space in a better way. At the start of Chapter 3 we mention some
more possible applications.
Thesis Outline.
The thesis structure is as follows:
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• At the beginning we present the basic concepts of affine space, Eu-
clidean space, topological spaces and we define the notion of a crys-
tallographic group. Then we mention the main structure theorem on
crystallographic groups that was shown by Bieberbach [11]. We also
give some examples of wallpaper groups. Next we study tilings and
point sets in general, and we present the basic notions of convex hulls
and polytopes with some necessary properties, relying on [2]. We in-
troduce the important definitions of tilings and Delone point sets and
construct the Voronoi-cell tiling of the Delone point sets.
• In Chapter 2, we first show that the rhomb tiling cannot be constructed
as a Voronoi-cell tiling. Then we present the notions of clustered Delone
point set and construct the Voronoi-cell tiling of a clustered point set.
We prove that for every bounded tiling T of E2 there exists a clustered
Delone point set whose Voronoi-cell tiling is T .
• In the final Chapter, we describe a generalized cut-and-project method
from given cut-and-project data which can include boundary cases. We
prove that the method indeed delivers a tiling for any given cut-and-
project data. Furthermore, we show how the isometries of cut-and-
project tilings are induced by isometries of the cut-and-project data.






1.1.1 Affine and Euclidean spaces and their topology,
Crystallographic groups.
We follow the presentation in [11] to introduce the notion of the crystallo-
graphic group.
Affine Spaces.
An affine space is a set on which a vector space of translations acts transi-
tively. In this section we fix some notation.
Definition 1.1.1. For n ≥ 1, the set En = {(a1, a2, ..., an) : ai ∈ R, 1 ≤ i ≤
n} is called the Euclidean n-Space.
Definition 1.1.2. The set of all permutation of the set En is the set of all
one-to-one mappings of En onto En, denoted as Per(En).
Definition 1.1.3. A permutation s ∈ Per(En) is called a translation if there
is a translation vector (s1, ..., sn) ∈ Rn such that each (a1, ..., an) ∈ En is
mapped to (a1 +s1, ..., an+sn). The set of all these translations is a subgroup
of Per(En), where you add two translation by adding the translation vectors
describing them.
Remark 1.1.4. The group of translations has two important properties:
1. Trans(En) is an n-dimensional real vector space, together with two
binary operations addition and scalar multiplication defined as




n) = (s1 + s
′




α(s1, ..., sn) = (αs1, ..., αsn)




n) ∈ Trans(En) and α ∈ R.
2. If P and Q are two points in En, then there is a unique translation
t ∈ Trans(En) such that t(P ) = Q.
Notice that the set En together with its group of translations is defined
as affine space. There is no distinguished origin in the Euclidean space En.
If we fix a point O ∈ En we can define the evaluation map Trans(En)→ En
by mapping a translation s to the point s(O). It is a bijective map, and thus
induces an isomorphic vector space structure on En which is denoted by EnO.
If we take two points O and O′ in En. Then we can get an isomorphism




Here if t ∈ Trans(En), then we can describe the map EnO → EnO′ as sending
t(O) → t(O′). Let
−−→
OO′ ∈ Trans(En) denote the unique translation sending









OO′ : EnO → EnO′ is a vector space isomorphism.
Definition 1.1.5. The general linear group of EnO, is the set of all bijective
linear transformations from EnO to itself denoted as GL(EnO).
Lemma 1.1.6. Given φ ∈ GL(EnO), then there exists ψ ∈ GL(EnO′) and
translation t ∈ Trans(En) such that ψ = tφt−1.
Proof. Let t =
−−→
OO′ ∈ Trans(En). Pick any point P ∈ EnO. By using the
construction above, we get the vector space isomorphism t : EnO → EnO′ as
sending P to OP (O′). Consequently, this map induces a group isomorphism
GL(EnO) → GL(EnO′) by conjugation, which is given by φ → tφt−1 because
ψ → t−1ψt is an inverse homomorphism. This shows that ψ = tφt−1 ∈
GL(EnO′).
Definition 1.1.7. Affine group, Aff(En), is the group of permutations of En
(see Definition 1.1.2) generated by Trans(En) and GL(EnO).
Lemma 1.1.8. ([11], Theorem 1)
Trans(En) C Aff(En) and Trans(En) ∩ GL(EnO) = 1En.
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Proof. Let γ ∈ Trans(En) and P ∈ EnO. Then we have
γ(O) + P = γ(O) +OP (O) = (γ +OP )(O) = γ(OP (O)) = γ(P ). (1.1)
Suppose φ ∈ GL(EnO) and t ∈ Trans(En). Pick any point P ∈ EnO. According
to the equation (1.1), we get φtφ−1(P ) = φ(t(O)+φ−1(P )). Since φ is a linear,
φ(t(O) +φ−1(P )) = φt(O) +P . Let s be the unique translation sending O to
φt(O). By using the equation (1.1) again, we obtain φt(O)+P = s(P ). Hence
we conclude that φtφ−1 is a translation. Since the translations commute, it
follows that the translation subgroup is normal in the affine group. Finally,
we assume that φ ∈ GL(EnO), this means that φ(O) = O. Since translations
are not linear transformations because every linear transformation must send
O to O, and the only translation that does this is the identity map this means
that φ(O) determines the translation φ uniquely. Thus φ(O) = O implies
that φ =
−→
OO = 1En .
Notice that this lemma may be interpreted as giving a description of
Aff(En) as a semi-direct product Aff(En) = Trans(En) o GL(EnO).
Definition 1.1.9. If x ∈ Aff(En), the map ad x : Trans(En) → Trans(En)
is defined as (ad x)(t) = xtx−1 for t ∈ Trans(En).
Euclidean Space.
A Euclidean space is not technically a vector space but rather an affine space,
on which a vector space acts by translations. We define the Euclidean space
as n-dimensional real vector space equipped with an inner product. Let 〈., .〉
be an inner product on the vector space Trans(En). This induces an inner
product 〈., .〉O on each EnO by the evaluation map.










Notice that the norm of the translation
−→
PQ is the same norm difference−→
OP and
−→









Definition 1.1.12. The orthogonal group of Trans(En) is the group of all
linear maps φ : Trans(En) → Trans(En) which preserve an inner product,
and is denoted by O(Trans(En)).
Definition 1.1.13. The group of all isometries on En which are distance-
preserving affine maps on En, that is, maps X : En −→ En such that
d(x(P ), x(Q)) = d(P,Q)
for all P , Q ∈ En, is denoted by Isom(En).
Lemma 1.1.14. ([11], p.519)
x ∈ Aff(En) preserves En-distance function if and only if ad x ∈ O(Trans(En)).
Proof. Suppose ad x ∈ O(Trans(En)), and let P , Q ∈ En. Then we have
−−−−−−→





(PQ)(x(P )) = (x
−−−→
(PQ)x−1)(x(P )) = x
−−−→
(PQ)(P ) = x(Q).
Hence d(x(P ), x(Q)) = ‖
−−−−−−→





Then we conclude that x preserves the distance d on En.
Conversely, fix an origin O and let x ∈ Aff(En) have the property that
‖P −Q‖O = ‖x(P )− x(Q)‖O
















Ox(P ). By using equation (1.2), we can lift the





OQ)‖ = ‖ad x
−→






































OQ can be arbitrary, hence we have
‖t‖ = ‖(ad x)(t)‖
for all t ∈ Trans(En). Any norm-preserving linear map on a real inner
product space preserves the inner product. Hence ad x preserves the inner
product on Trans(En) if and only if ad x ∈ O(Trans(En)).
Definition 1.1.15. O(EnO) is the orthogonal group of EnO, that is the set of
all n× n matrices with real entries whose inverse is its transpose:
O(EnO) = {A ∈Mn×n(R) : ATA = AAT = I}
Corollary 1.1.16. The group of all isometries of En is a semidirect product
of the group of all translations and the orthogonal group.
Proof. The proof is an immediate corollary of Lemma 1.1.14. We know that
Isom(En) ⊂ Aff(En). Indeed, if t ∈ Trans(En) and φ ∈ GL(EnO). So by
Lemma 1.1.14, we have that x = tφ where x ∈ Isom(En). Now note that
φ ∈ O(EnO) because t−1x = φ is a distance-preserving map as a composition of
distance-preserving maps. Hence Isom(En) = Trans(En)·O(EnO). Obviously,
by Lemma 1.1.14 we have Trans(En) / Isom(En). Since O(EnO) ⊂ GL(EnO),
and by Lemma 1.1.14 again, we obtain Trans(En) ∩ O(EnO) = 1EnO . Hence
we conclude that Isom(En) = Trans(En) oO(EnO).
Topology of Euclidean Spaces.
In this section we introduce basic topological concepts that are helpful in
understanding Euclidean spaces. The vector space Trans(En) has a norm
topology induced from its inner product.
Definition 1.1.17. Let (Trans(En), ‖.‖) be a normed vector space, and let
t ∈ Trans(En). The set
Br(t) = {s ∈ Trans(En) : d(t, s) < r} = {s ∈ Trans(En) : ‖t− s‖ < r}
is called the open ball about t of radius r > 0.
Definition 1.1.18. Let (Trans(En), ‖.‖) be a normed vector space. A subset
A ⊆ Trans(En) is called an open set if for all points a ∈ A, there exists
r > 0 such that B(a, r) ⊆ A. These open sets define the standard topology
on Trans(En).
Definition 1.1.19. Let (Trans(En), ‖.‖) be a normed vector space. A subset
U ⊆ Trans(En) is called a closed set if the complement Trans(En)\U is open.
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: p 6= 0}
for φ ∈ O(EnO) and p ∈ EnO.
Definition 1.1.21. The topology on Isom(En) is the product topology of
the standard topology on Trans(En) and operator norm topology on O(EnO),
containing as basis the collection of all open sets of the form X × Y , where
X is an open subset of Trans(En), and Y is an open subset of O(EnO).
Definition 1.1.22. A map f : X −→ Y between topological spaces is con-
tinuous if the pre-image f−1(V ) of each open set V of Y is open in X.
Definition 1.1.23. A topological space X is called compact if every open
cover of X has a finite subcover, which means that if whenever X = ∪i∈IAi
for a collection of open sets {Ai : i ∈ I} then we also have X = ∪i∈FAi for
some finite subset F of I.
Theorem 1.1.24. (Heine-Borel Theorem).
A subset of Rn is compact if and only if it is closed and bounded. [15]
Theorem 1.1.25. All norms on a finite dimensional real vector space are
equivalent, that is, if ‖1‖ and ‖2‖ are the two norms on the vector space V ,
there exists real numbers 0 < α ≤ β such that for all vectors v ∈ V
α · ‖v‖1 ≤ ‖v‖2 ≤ β · ‖v‖1.
Proof. See [15].


























Combining for any A ∈Mn×n(R), we obtain
‖A‖max ≤ ‖A‖Eucl ≤
√
n‖A‖max.
Hence we conclude that Euclidean norm and maximum norm on the vector
space Mn×n(R) are equivalent.
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Proposition 1.1.27. The orthogonal group O(EnO) is compact.
Proof. It is enough to show that it is a closed and bounded subset of Mn×n(R)
∼= Rn2 . First we consider a map α : Mn×n(R) −→ Mn×n(R) defined by
ϕ −→ ϕTϕ. Then O(EnO) is the inverse image of the closed subset {I}, which
means that O(EnO) = α−1(I) where I is the identity matrix. Since {I} is
closed in Mn×n(R) and α is continuous it follows that O(EnO) is a closed
subset of Rn2 . Now, let φ ∈ O(EnO). Then for each orthogonal matrix φ we
have ‖φ(p)‖ = ‖p‖ for p ∈ EnO. Hence we get ‖φ‖op = 1. Therefore O(EnO)
is a bounded subset of Rn2 , and by Heine-Borel we conclude that O(EnO) is
compact.
Crystallographic Groups.
Crystallographic groups are groups consisting of symmetries from the group
of isometries on n-dimensional Euclidean space.
Definition 1.1.28. A subgroup Γ of Isom(En) is a crystallographic group
provided it is discrete and Isom(En)/Γ is compact.
Here we say that Γ is discrete, if any sequence of (yn) in Γ converging to
y ∈ Γ is eventually constant.
The following theorem is the main structure theorem on crystallographic
groups, shown by Bieberbach.
Theorem 1.1.29. ([11], Theorem 14)
Let Γ be a crystallographic subgroup of Isom(En). Then
• Γ∩Trans(En) is a finitely generated abelian group of rank n = dim(En)
which spans Trans(En), and
• ad Γ ∼= Γ/Γ ∩ Trans(En), the point group of Γ, is finite.
1.1.2 Wallpaper groups.
In this section we present some examples of wallpaper groups, that are crys-
tallographic subgroups of Isom(E2). The name wallpaper groups refers to
symmetry groups of periodic patterns in two dimensions.
We will denote wallpaper groups by the crystallographic notation. The
full name consists of four symbols. The first symbol represents the cell type
needed to describe the symmetries; p for a primitive cell (a fundamental
domain of the lattice) and c for a centered cell (uniting several primitive
cells). This is followed by a digit, n, indicating the highest order of rotational
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symmetry: 1(none), 2, 3, 4, or 6-fold. The next two symbols is either an m, g,
or 1. An m(g) at the place of third symbol means there is a reflection line
(glide reflection line) perpendicular to the x-axis while a 1 means there is
no line of either type. Finally, the last symbol m(g) represents a reflection
line (glide reflection) at an angle α with the x-axis, the angle depending on
the largest order of rotation as follows: α = 90o for n = 1, 2, α = 60o for
n = 3, 6, α = 45o for n = 4. The short notation drops digits or an m that can
be deduced. For example, the group name p3m1 represents a group with a
120o rotation, a reflection line perpendicular to the x-axis, and no reflection
or glide line at an angle of 60o with the x-axis [25].
Theorem 1.1.30. [8]
There are 17 crystallographic groups on E2 (the so-called wallpaper groups).
In crystallographic notation, these 17 wallpaper groups are denoted by
p1, p2, pm, pg, p2mm, p2mg, p2gg, cm, c2mm, p4, p4m, p4g, p3, p3m1,
p31m, p6, p6m.
Example 1.1.31. The crystallographic groups p3 and p6 in Isom(E2).
The crystallographic group p3 is a semidirect product of a two-dimensional
lattice Λ and point group C3 as follows:
p3 = Λ · C3














= Z · t1 + Z · t2, and C3 = {1, ρ, ρ2} such
that ρ is a rotation by 120o around the origin, and ρ2 is a rotation by 240o
around the origin. This already gives an embedding of p3 in Isom(E2).
If we rotate t1, t2 around 120
o respectively 240o and unite the rotated vectors
as linear combinations of t1, t2 we will get the following matrices describing







Claim 1.1.32. The wallpaper group p3 is a group.
Proof. Take s1, s2 ∈ Λ and ρ1, ρ2 ∈ C3, we need to show that
(s1 · ρ1) · (s2 · ρ2) ∈ Λ · C3.
Since every element in Λ can be written as a linear combination of t1 and
t2 and ρ1 and ρ2 is either the identity or ρ or ρ




Figure 1.1: Hexagonal lattice.
ρ and these two generators t1 and t2 of the lattice that ρ · t1 · ρ−1 ∈ Λ and
ρ · t2 · ρ−1 ∈ Λ.


























































Hence ρ · t2 · ρ−1 = t1 ∈ Λ. Thus this calculation shows Λ ·C3 ∈ Isom(E2) is
a semidirect product and in particular Λ · C3 is a subgroup of p3.
The wallpaper group p6 is the semidirect product of the lattice Λ above
and the rotation group C6, and is generated by the translation t1, t2 and





. To show that the product Λ · C6 is really a group we need









































































In this section we shed light on a special case of a polytope which is a convex
polytope, following [13].
Definition 1.2.1. The convex hull of a set A of points in n dimensions is
the intersection of all convex sets containing A.
Definition 1.2.2. A convex polytope in Rn is the convex hull of a finite set
of points {p1, ..., pk}, that is, the set of points






ti = 1, ti ≥ 0} ⊂ Rn.
Remark 1.2.3.
1. We say that p1, ..., pk minimally generate the convex hull 〈p1, ..., pk〉 if
the convex hull of a proper subset of {p1, ..., pk} is also a proper subset
of 〈p1, ..., pk〉.
2. It is easy to see that a convex polytope P = 〈p1, ..., pk〉 is a convex
subset of Rn, that is, for all points p, q ∈ P the points t · p+ (1− t) · q,
0 ≤ t ≤ 1, on the connecting line segment are also on P .
3. Every convex polytope P ⊂ Rn spans an affine subspace L, and the
dimension of P is the dimension of L. In particular, dim P = n if and
only if P has a non-empty open interior P o.
Definition 1.2.4. Let P = 〈p1, ..., pk〉 be an n-dimensional convex polytope
in Rn, minimally generated by p1, ..., pk. Then for a subset of points pi1 , ..., pil,
the convex polytope Fi1,...,il := 〈pi1 , ..., pil〉 is called an m-face of P if Fi1,...,il
is contained in the boundary ∂P ⊂ P and dim Fi1,...,il = m. In particular,
the points p1, ..., pk are called the vertices of P , 1-faces are called edge and
(n− 1)-faces are called facets of P .
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Dually, a convex polytope P ⊂ En can be described as the intersection of
finitely many half-spaces
H := {(x1, ..., xn) ∈ En : a0 ≤ a1x1 + ...+ anxn}
with a0, a1, ..., an ∈ R and (a1, ..., an) 6= (0, ..., 0). If H is a half-space such
that P ⊂ H and the affine hyperplane
E := {(x1, ..., xn) ∈ En : a0 = a1x1 + ...+ anxn}
bounding H intersects P then E is called a supporting hyperplane of P . In
that case, the intersection P ∩ E is a face of P .
1.2.2 Tilings and Delone point sets.
A tiling is a covering of the plane with congruent copies of one or more
prototiles (as defined in Definition 1.2.7) so there are no gaps or overlaps
(except at edges). Copies of the prototiles are called tiles and a point at which
three or more tiles meet is called a vertex of the tiling [5]. We restrict the
possible shapes of prototiles to convex polytopes, as outlined in the definitions
below.




i∈I ti = En and
• for all i, j ∈ I the non-empty intersection ti ∩ tj is a face of both ti and
tj. In particular, if ti ∩ tj is (n − 1)-dimensional, the two tiles meet
full-facet to full-facet.
A patch of a tiling T is a subset of the tiles in T .
If A ⊂ En is a bounded subset then [T ]A denotes the patch of all tiles t in a
tiling T of En intersecting A.
If ϕ is an isometry of En then for each tiling T = {ti}i∈I of En the set
ϕ(T ) := {ϕ(ti)}i∈I is also a tiling of En. If the isometry is a translation in
Trans(En) we also write T + τ for the shifted tiling.
We do not want to consider too wild polytopes in a tiling and therefore
introduce the notion of a bounded tiling.
Definition 1.2.6. Bounded tilings are tilings satisfying the following prop-
erties:
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• all tiles contain a circle of radius r.
• all tiles are contained in a circle of radius R.
• edge lengths are bounded below by a positive number d.
Definition 1.2.7. A tiling T of En is called (isometrically) simple if there
exists a finite set of convex polytopes t1, ..., tr such that all tiles t ∈ T are
an isometric image φt(ti) of one of the tiles t1, ..., tr, for an isometry φt ∈
Isom(En). The tiles t1, ..., tr are called prototiles.
1.2.3 Crystallographic Tilings.
If a simple tiling has many symmetries, and in particular is moved onto itself
by many translations, it is called a crystallographic tiling. In more details:
Definition 1.2.8. A simple tiling T of En is crystallographic if its automor-
phism group
Aut(T ) := {ϕ ∈ Isom(En) : ϕ(T ) = T}
is a crystallographic group.
Theorem 1.2.9. [1]
For a given crystallographic group Γ ⊂ Isom(En) there exists a simple tiling
T of En such that Aut(T ) = Γ.
Proof. See [1].
1.3 Delone point sets and Voronoi-cell Tilings.
Let Br(y) ⊂ En denote the ball {X ∈ En :‖ x − y ‖≤ r} of radius r around
the center y.
Definition 1.3.1. A point set X ⊂ En is called relatively dense if there
exists a number R > 0 such that for all y ∈ En, BR(y) ∩ X 6= ∅. A point
set X ⊂ En is called uniformly discrete if there exists a number r > 0 such
that for all x ∈ X, Br(x)∩X = {x}. A point set X ⊂ En is called a Delone
point set if X is relatively dense and uniformly discrete.
Construction 1.3.2. Let X ⊂ En be a point set. To each point x0 ∈ X we
associate the Voronoi-cell
Vx0(X) := {y ∈ En : ∀x ∈ X, ‖ y − x0 ‖≤‖ y − x ‖}
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of x0 ∈ X.
For fixed x ∈ X different from x0, {y ∈ En :‖ y − x0 ‖≤‖ y − x ‖} is the
half-space Hx,x0 bounded by the affine hyperplane Ex,x0 perpendicular to the
line through x and x0 and passing through the midpoint of the line segment





and if finitely many of these half-spaces suffice to cut out the Voronoi-cell
then Vx0(X) is a convex polytope. However this need not hold for arbitrary
point sets X ⊂ En.
Proposition 1.3.3. (Proposition 2.4., [1])
Let X ⊂ En be a Delone point set. Then {Vx(X) : x ∈ X}, the set of all
Voronoi-cells of points x ∈ X in X, is a tiling of En, called the Voronoi-cell
tiling V T (X) associated to X.
Example 1.3.4. Consider the 2-dimensional standard lattice tiling as shown
in Figure 1.2.
Figure 1.2: Standard lattice tiling.
The centres of its tiles form a Delone set whose Voronoi-cell tiling is the
standard lattice tiling.
Notice that this works for standard lattice tiling in any dimension.
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Chapter 2
Simple Tilings and Clustered
Delone point sets.
2.1 A counter example.
Remark 2.1.1. There are tilings which are not the Voronoi cell tiling of any
Delone point set. Therefore, we introduce clustered Delone point sets and
construct their associated Voronoi cell tiling. Then we can prove in Theorem
2.3.3 that at least for every plane bounded tiling ( see Definition 1.2.6) there
exists such a clustered Delone point set whose associated Voronoi cell tiling
coincides with the plane bounded tiling.
In this section we construct a plane tiling T providing a counter example
for the first statement, and in the next section we construct a clustered De-
lone point set whose Voronoi cell tiling is this tiling T .
Consider the rhomb lattice tiling T of the Euclidean plane E2 where each
tile is a rhomb with two 60o and 120o angles as in Figure 2.1.
t1 t2
t3
Figure 2.1: Rhomb lattice tiling.
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We want to show that there is no Delone set X ⊂ E2 such that V T (X) =
T . So assume that X is a Delone set in E2 such that V T (X) = T . We want
to derive a contradiction from this assumption. Note first that each tile t of
T must contain in its interior to exactly one point xt ∈ X if V T (X) = T .









Figure 2.2: Points in rhomb tiles.
Assume that for the tile t1, the point x1 ∈ X lies outside the circle seg-
ment
_
BCD with center C and radius CB = CD (see Figure 2.2 for the
notation). Since the circle with center C and radius CD = CE = CF con-
tains all of the tile t2, the distance of C to the point x2 ∈ t2 is smaller than
the distance of C to x1. Hence C can not lie in the Voronoi-cell of x1 which
should be t1, and this is a contradiction. So x1 must lie in the circle segment
_
BCD. By symmetry, x1 must lie in the circle segment
_
BAD. Hence x1 lies in
the lens G BD. In the same way x2 lies in the similarly constructed lens G CE.
Now, consider the circle with center C and radius CP , where P is the
intersection of AC with the circle segment BD of
_
BAD. Notice that the
distance of x1 in the lens G BD to C is always larger than the distance of
x2 to C if x2 lies in this circle because x1 lies outside the circle. This would
be a contradiction to C being in the Voronoi-cell of x1. So x2 has to lie in
the area EQR (see Figure 2.3) bounded by arcs. Now, if x3 lies in the lens
G DG in t3, then the distance of x3 to E is larger than the distance from P ′
to E where P ′ is the intersection of the segment EH with
_
DHG. Setting
DE = 1, and letting L be the center of the rhomb t3 we have
EP ′ = LE − LP ′
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= LE − (HP ′ −HL)
= LE − (DE − LE) = 2LE −DE =
√
3− 1.
Now, we want to find the maximal distance of points in the area EQR to
E which means the distance from Q respectively R to E. By elementary
trigonometric calculations we obtain that QE ≈ 0.294 which means
| QE |<| EP ′ |=
√
3− 1





Figure 2.3: Distances in area QRE.
Then it is clear that the maximal distance of points in the area EQR
to E is less than the minimal distance of points in G DG to E. Then E is
not contained in the Voronoi-cell of x3 in t3 because the point E is obvious
by closer to the point which we have chosen in t2, and by construction of
Voronoi-cells it can not lie in t3. This is a contradiction, and we are done.
2.2 Clustered Delone point sets.
Now we introduce clustered Delone point sets and show that at least for
plane simple tilings we can always find such a clustered Delone point set
whose Voronoi cell tiling coincides with them.
2.2.1 Definition of clustered Delone point sets.
Definition 2.2.1. A clustered Delone point set {Xi}i∈N in Rn satisfies:
• All Xi are finite sets.
• Conv(Xi)∩Conv(Xj) = ∅, where Conv(Xi) denotes the convex hull of
the points in Xi.
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• There exists R > 0 such that for all P ∈ Rn there exists i ∈ N such
that : BR(P ) ∩Xi 6= ∅, that is {Xi}i∈I is relatively dense.
• There exists r > 0 such that for all i ∈ N there exists Pi ∈ Conv(Xi)
such that : Br(Pi) ∩ Conv(Xj) = ∅, for j 6= i, that is {Xi}i∈I is
uniformly discrete.
Furthermore, X = ∪i∈NXi is a Delone point set, because relative denseness
of {Xi}i∈I implies relative denseness of X.
Remark 2.2.2. If all the Xi consist of only one point then the clustered Delone
point set is a Delone point set in the sense of Definition 1.3.1.
We also assume that X = ∪i∈NXi is uniformly discrete, with discreteness
radius r.
2.2.2 Clustered Voronoi-cell tilings.
Construction 2.2.3. The Voronoi-cell tile of Xi in a clustered point set X
is defined as:
V TX(Xi) := {y ∈ En : min
x∈Xi
{dist(y, x)} ≤ dist(y, x′) ∀x′ ∈ X}.
Proposition 2.2.4. V TX(Xi) =
⋃
x∈Xi V TX(x), where V TX(x) is the usual
Voronoi-cell attached to the point x in the Delone point set X = ∪i∈NXi.
Proof. First of all, since we need the inequality for all points x′ ∈ X we take
the intersection of all sets defined in the construction above for each point
x′ ∈ X separately. So we have
V TX(Xi) = ∩x′∈X{y ∈ En : min
x∈Xi
{dist(y, x)} ≤ dist(y, x′)}.
Similarly, the ordinary Voronoi-cell V TX(x) can be constructed as
V TX(x) = ∩x′∈X{y ∈ En : dist(y, x) ≤ dist(y, x′)}.
By comparing these two sets which we intersect, and in particular if x ∈ Xi
we obtain that
{y ∈ En : dist(y, x)} ≤ dist(y, x′) ∀x′ ∈ X}
is contained in the set
{y ∈ En : min
x∈Xi
{dist(y, x)} ≤ dist(y, x′) ∀x′ ∈ X}.
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Therefore, V TX(x) ⊂ V TX(Xi) for all x ∈ Xi, hence ∪x∈XiV TX(x) ⊂
V TX(Xi).
Now, we assume y /∈ ∪x∈XiV TX(x). Then there exists a point x′ ∈ X\Xi
such that y ∈ V TX(x′). That implies dist(y, x′) < dist(y, x) for all x ∈ Xi
because otherwise y ∈ V TX(x). But then dist(y, x′) < minx∈Xi dist(y, x) and
consequently, y /∈ V TX(Xi) by definition of the V TX(Xi).
Remark 2.2.5. Using the proposition it is easy to construct a clustered Delone
point set whose Voronoi-cells are not forming a tiling in the sense of Definition
2.2.1, in particular the tiles need not be convex. Consider for example the 2-
dimensional standard lattice tiling and standard lattice points in the centres
of its tiles.
Figure 2.4: Non-convex Voronoi-cells of clustered Delone point sets.
Putting some of these standard lattice points into a cluster as shown in
Figure 2.4. the area bounded by the red line is the tile of the cluster and all
the other squares are just ordinary Voronoi-cells of one point clusters.
2.2.3 The rhomb tiling example.
To find clustered Delone point set whose Voronoi-cell tiling is the rhomb
tiling we consider the rhomb lattice tiling T of the Euclidean plane E2 where






Figure 2.5: Rhomb lattice tiling.
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Notice that all the red points are centres of the rhomb tiles and intersec-
tion points of the two rhomb diagonals. We take a small circle around the
vertices and then we take points on the circle which are close to the edges in
a symmetric way (see Figure 2.6). Then in each tile we will find nine points
(= 4 × 2 symmetric points on the circle, plus the rhomb center) which we











Figure 2.6: The point set around a vertex.
Now we need to show it is a clustered Delone point set. First of all we
have finitely many points in each cluster. Next each convex hull is contained
inside the rhomb so they do not intersect. Since the rhomb tiles are all iso-
metric and cover the whole plane {Xt}t∈T is relatively dense. Finally we can
put a circle of a given radius around the red point such that the other points
do not lie inside this circle so it is uniformly discrete. Note that for any two
tiles of the rhomb tiling there is an isometry mapping one tile into the other,
but also mapping the clustered Delone point set onto itself. For example, for
every two centres c1, c2 the translation
−−→c1c2 maps t1 to t2 and all the nine
cluster points in t1 to cluster points in t2 (see Figure 2.5).
Now we need to show that the Voronoi-cell tiling of this clustered Delone
point set is the rhomb tiling. By the argument above it is enough to show
this for one tile, say tile t1 (see Figure 2.5). We need to show that for every
point p in t1 and every point x in X − Xt1 we find a point in Xt1 whose
distance to p is less or equal than the distance of p to x. We do not need to
consider any cluster point x not lying in one of the 8 tiles which intersect t1:
The minimal distance of a point in t1 to such a cluster point x is bigger than
the height h of an equilateral triangle with side length equal to the length
of the rhomb. On the other hand this height h is the maximal distance of a
point in t1 to the center of the rhomb t1 (see Figure 2.7).
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t1
Figure 2.7: Distances of points outside adjacent tiles.







Figure 2.8: Selecting cluster points.
Notice that if the green lines in Figure 2.9 are the perpendicular lines
from the midpoints of the edges to the diagonal connecting the center with
the vertices they make up a rectangle. Obviously the largest distance of a
point inside the rectangle to the center is just 1
2
. Also, the largest distance
of any two points inside the four triangles cut off by the green rectangle from
the rhomb is just 1
2
. So this figure shows that the maximal distance of a





Figure 2.9: Distances in the rhomb.
• The green cluster points are further away from any point in t1 than 12 ,
hence they are further away from a point in t1 than one of the nine












































Figure 2.10: Distances of cluster points.
• For the eight black cluster points in t2, t3 and t4 Figure 2.10 shows
that in each of the 8 diagrams the green line separates the points with
closer distance to the black cluster point than to a cluster point in t1
from those with a larger distance to the black cluster point than to a
cluster point in t1 , and the latter half space includes t1. Note that
in (c) respectively (f) we take another black cluster point instead of a
cluster point in t1 because the green line is then more symmetric, and
we can conclude in a second step using figure (d) respectively (e).
• The center points c2 and c4 obviously are further away to any point in
t1 than c1.
• For the center point c3 note that the point with equal distance to c3
and two black cluster points considered in figures (d) and (e) lies in the
triangle made up of those three cluster points and hence in t3 because
by a general geometric fact all the angles in the triangle are less than
90o.
Hence a point in t1 always has a closer distance to one of the two black






Figure 2.11: Distances of central cluster points.
2.3 Correspondences
We now want to prove that for every bounded tiling T we can construct a
clustered Delone point set whose clustered Voronoi cell tiling is T . To this
purpose we need some auxiliary lemmas on bounded tilings T .
Lemma 2.3.1. There exists a lower bound α <
π
2
for the angles between two
edges of a tile of T starting in the same vertex.
Proof. Let t ∈ T be a tile contained in the disc BR(c1) and containing the
disc Br(c2) according to the properties of a bounded tiling (see Definition
1.2.6). Consider a vertex p ∈ t where the edges E1 and E2 start and let q be
the intersection of the line pc2 with ∂Br(c2) such that c2 is between p and q.
Let c′1 be the midpoint of the segment pq and R
′ the radius of the circle with











Figure 2.12: Angles in a tile I.
Obviously, R′ ≤ R. Then Br(c2) is contained between the two tangents
rays R1 and R2 starting in p and between the two edges E1 and E2 of t











Figure 2.13: Angles in a tile II.
Clearly, the angle between E1 and E2 is larger or equal than the angle
αR′ between R1 and R2. If R
′ is getting larger (whereas r is fixed) this angle
αR′ gets smaller. So αR will be a lower bound.
Lemma 2.3.2. Assume we have a bounded tiling T then there exists a real
number S such that for all vertices p of tile in T the balls BS(p) with center
p and radius S only intersect the tiles having p as a vertex.
Proof. Since T is a bounded tiling we have a radius R such that any tile is
contained in a ball of radius R, and a radius r, such that any tile contains a
ball of radius r. Furthermore, there is a lower bound d for the edge lengths
of the tiles.
Let t be a tile of T , p a vertex of t and q ∈ E2 a point with minimal
distance to p that lies in a tile not having p as a vertex. Then the disk with
radius S < dist(q, p) only contains points in tiles having p as a vertex. So







Figure 2.14: Minimal distance of p and q.
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A point q with the minimal distance to p that lies in a tile not having p
as a vertex must lie on the boundary ∂t of a tile t with vertex p.
If q lies on the boundary of two tiles t, t′ with p as a vertex, then q is the
other vertex besides p of the edge E that t and t′ have in common. But then
dist(q, p) is the length of edge E > d (independent of p). So we only need to
consider the case where q lies on the boundary of exactly one tile t with p as
a vertex.
If Eq is an edge of t through q then Eq must be perpendicular to the
segment [qp] (see Figure 2.15), otherwise q is not the point with minimal
distance to p on the boundary of t. By the same reason, q cannot be a vertex








Figure 2.15: dist(p, q) > dist(p, q′).
Let E and E be the edges of t with p as common endpoint. At least one
of E and E, say E, will not be parallel to the line Lq containing Eq because









Figure 2.16: dist(p, q) < dist(p, q′).
There are two cases:
1. Assume that the line Lq and L intersect in A on the ray on L starting
in p and containing E. Then t is contained in the rectangular trian-
gle ABC with angle α where B ∈ L has distance 2R from p, by the
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properties of a bounded tiling. Let d′ = dist(B,C). Since a circle with
radius r inscribed in t is also contained in the triangle ABC we know
that r ≤ d′/2.
On the other hand d′ gets larger when the intersection point A of Lq










Figure 2.17: E ⊂ [Ap].
Since E must be contained in the segment [Ap], we know on the other
hand that the dist(A, p) ≥ length of E ≥ d. So d′ is maximal if















dist(q, p) · (d+ 2R)√
d2 − dist(q, p)2
,
and this leads to
2r ≤ dist(q, p)√
d2 − dist(q, p)2
· (d+ 2R).
Hence there exist lower q bound of dist(q, p) just depending on r, d and
R.
2. The other possibility is that Lq and L intersect in A on the half ray
starting in p which does not contain E, see Figure 2.18. Again, t is
contained in the rectangular triangle ABC with angle α at A. Therefore
E is contained in the segment [pD] where the ray starting in p and











Figure 2.18: E 6⊂ [Ap].
Also, we have
dist(p,D) ≤ dist(p, q), or d ≤ dist(p,D) ≤ dist(p,A).
The angles qDp and pDA add up to π, so one of them is larger or equal
than π/2, hence the largest angle in the triangle qDp respectively the
triangle pDA. The side opposite to the largest angle in a triangle is
always the largest side. In the first case, we have a lower bound for
dist(p, q) independent of p (namely d). In the second case we can argue
as in case 1 because dist(p,A) is again bounded below by d.
Theorem 2.3.3. For every bounded tiling T of E2 there exists a clustered
Delone point set whose Voronoi-cell tiling is T .
Proof. There are four steps to prove this theorem, as follows.
1. There exist two radii s, S > 0 where 2s < S <
d
2
and d is the lower
bound for the edge lengths of the bounded tiling T such that we can
cover the whole space E2 by balls BS(p) with p a vertex of a tile ti ∈ T
and balls Bs(q) such that no center q belongs to another such ball Bs(q
′)
or BS(p) for all p as above, and the interior of Bs(q) respectively BS(p)
only intersect the tiles containing q and p.
2. Construction of clusters Xt for each tile t such that for every point
q ∈ t there is a point x ∈ Xt with dist(q, x) ≤ s.
3. {Xt}t∈T is a clustered Delone point set.
4. The Voronoi-cell tiling of this clustered Delone point set {xt}t∈T is
exactly the tiling T .
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where α is the lower bound for angles in tiles as in
Lemma 2.3.1.
Claim 2.3.4. If q is a point in a tile t which does not lie in any disk BS(p),
where p is a vertex of t then Bs(q) only intersects t and possibly one other
tile having an edge in common with t.
Proof. Let E1 and E2 be the two edges of t starting in p where p is a vertex
of t. Let s1 and s2 be the distance of q to E1 respectively E2 and assume
s1 ≤ s, s2 ≤ s. Let S ′ be the distance between p and q. Consider the angle
β between E1 and E2. Then β = β1 + β2 where β1 and β2 are the angles














sin β2 ≥ sin
β
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This is a contradiction hence we conclude that Bs(q) does not intersect all













Figure 2.19: Tiles intersected by Bs(q)I.
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Now, assume π > β >
π
2
as shown in Figure 2.20 with R1 and R2 per-
pendicular rays to E1 and E2. Then we have three cases. First, if q lies
between E1 and R2 then the closest point on E2 to q is p and since we know
dist(p, q) > S so dist(q, E2) > S > s. By symmetry the same argument
works if q lies between E2 and R2. Finally, if q lies between R1 and R2 then
by arguing as for β ≤ π
2











Figure 2.20: Tiles intersected by Bs(q)II.
Now, we construct the covering as follows:









q1 q2 q3 q4 q5p1 p2S
s
Figure 2.21: Balls covering edge.
(ii) Let q1, q2, ..., qn be the consecutive centres of balls Bs(qi) chosen on the
edge E connecting two vertices p1 and p2 of a tile t such that
• dist(qi, qi+1) = 2s− δ, for 0 < δ < s, and
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• dist(q1, ∂BS(p1)) < s, dist(qn, ∂BS(p2)) < s (see Figure 2.21).
Let o0 ∈ t have distance s to the intersection point m0 of ∂BS(p1) with
E and lie on the perpendicular line to E with footpoint m0. Let oi ∈ t,
i = 1, ..., n−1 have distance s to the midpoint mi of the segment qiqi+1
and lie on the perpendicular line to E with footpoint mi. Finally, let
on ∈ t have distance s to the intersection point mn of ∂BS(p2) with
E and lie on the perpendicular line to E with footpoint mn. Take the
balls Bs(oi), i = 0, ..., n. By symmetry the same construction works
for the tile on the other side of the edge E, and we also take the balls
Bs(o
′
i), i = 0, ..., n.
Claim 2.3.5. The balls chosen in the first two steps cover all points
which have distance less or equal than s to an edge of a tile t ∈ T .









Figure 2.22: Covering points of distance ≤ s to edges.
(iii) Take balls Bs(q) with center q having a distance larger than s to any
edge of a tile t such that all the balls chosen up to now cover the plane
E2 and no center q is contained in another chosen ball than Bs(q).
By construction, the balls chosen in (i), (ii), and (iii) cover all of E2 and
no center of any of these balls is contained in another of these balls. Balls
of type BS(p) only intersect tiles having p as a vertex by Lemma 2.3.2,
(the interiors of) balls Bs(q) constructed in (ii) only intersect the tile(s)
containing q by Claim 2.3.4, and balls constructed in (iii) lie in exactly one
tile by construction. Thus these balls satisfy the properties listed in the first
step of our proof strategy.
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Corollary 2.3.6. A point q ∈ E2 with distance less or equal than s to a tile
t ∈ T lies in t or in a tile t′ intersecting t in at least one point.
Proof. By Claim 2.3.5 a point q must lie in a ball of type BS(p) or a ball
constructed in (ii). These balls only intersect tiles having at least one point
in common with t.
Step 2: Construction of clusters Xt for each tile t:
First of all, in t∩BS(p) we choose points p(i)1 , ..., p
(i)
k ∈ t on concentric circles
∂Bis(p), i = 1, ..., n where ns ≤ S < (n + 1)s such that p(i)1 has a distance ε
to E and p
(i)
k has a distance ε to E
′, for E and E ′ the two edges of t having
p in common and ε > 0 a sufficiently small number (see Figure 2.23). It is
possible to choose the p
(i)
2 , ..., p
(i)

















Figure 2.23: Clusters points in BS(p) ∩ t.
In Bs(q) with q on the edge of t (as constructed in Step 1, (ii)) we take
q′ ∈ Xt with distance ε to q such that qq′ is a perpendicular line to the edge.
Finally, for Bs(q) with q in the interior of the tile t (as constructed in Step






Figure 2.24: Choice of q′, q′′.
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It is possible to choose an ε for all balls BS(p), Bs(q) at once because
two edges of a tile starting in a vertex p enclose an angle bounded below by
the α of Lemma 2.3.2. Furthermore, for ε small enough, any point in t has
distance ≤ s to a point in Xt since the balls Bs(qi) and Bs(qi+1) intersect
on the segment qiqi+1 on an edge E with overlap ≥ δ by the construction
in Step 1, (ii). If Bs(qi) and Bs(qi+1) only touch then there would be points
in Bs(qi) with distance larger than s to q
′ (see Figure 2.24). Note that the
same construction for the tile t′ on the other side of the edge will yield q′′
such that q is the midpoint of the segment q′q′′ which is also perpendicular
on the edge.
Step 3: {Xt}t∈T is a clustered Delone point set.
First, since each tile t is covered by a finite number of disks, and we choose
a finite number of points in each disk for Xt, this set is finite. Since all these
points lie in the interior of the tile t the convex hull of these points lies also
in the interior of the tile t. Therefore, the intersection of the convex hull of
any two different of these point sets Xt , Xt′ (where t
′ is another tile of T )
is the empty set (because to ∩ t′o = ∅). Since T is a bounded tiling we know
that there exists a number R > 0 such that a tile t is contained in BR(Pt) for
some Pt ∈ E2. Therefore, for every point P ∈ E2, the disk B2R(P ) contains
a tile t ∈ T containing P . Hence {Xt}t∈T is relatively dense. Finally, since
T is a bounded, we also have a radius r and disks Br(Pt) ⊂ t. Choosing
S, s, and ε sufficiently small, points of the tile t not lying in Conv(Xt) have
distance less or equal than r/2 to the edges of t (see Figure 2.25). Hence
Br/2(Pt) ⊂ Conv(Xt) and Br/2(Pt)∩Conv(X ′t) = ∅, for any tile t′ 6= t. That
shows the uniform discreteness of {Xt}t∈T .
r
Figure 2.25: Balls Br/2(Pt) in Conv(Xt).
Step 4: The Voronoi-cell tiling of the clustered Delone point set {Xt}t∈T
is the tiling T .
So we need to prove that the Voronoi-cell of the cluster Xt is exactly the
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tile t. It is enough to show the following claim.
Claim 2.3.7. For every point q ∈ t and x ∈ Xt′ where t′ ∈ T and t′ 6= t we
can find a point y ∈ Xt such that dist(q, x) ≥ dist(q, y).
This implies by the Construction 2.2.3 of the Voronoi-cell V T (Xt) that
t ⊂ V T (Xt). But the tiles t cover all of E2 and the interiors of the tiles
do not intersect, so t = V T (Xt) because the Voronoi-cells also cover E2 and
their interiors do not intersect. Note that for the proof of the claim we use
frequently that for all points q ∈ t there exist y ∈ Xt such that dist(q, y) ≤ s
(see Step 2). We distinguish three cases:
Case 1: t′ ∩ t = ∅. Then by using Corollary 2.3.6 this implies that
dist(x, t) > s, hence dist(q, x) > s. By the construction of Xt we have that
there exists a point y ∈ Xt such that dist(q, y) ≤ s. Therefore, Claim 2.3.7
is satisfied.
Case 2: t′ ∩ t = p, a common vertex of t and t′. Then we have two
possibilities:
(i) x /∈ BS(p). Then once again by using Corollary 2.3.6 this implies that
dist(x, t) > s, and the argument finishes as in Case 1.
(ii) x ∈ BS(p). By the construction of Xt, Xt′ , the circle with center p
containing x also contains points y ∈ Xt. If y is in the same half space
bounded by the line pq as x, we have dist(x, q) > dist(y, q), and Claim







Figure 2.26: dist(x, q) > dist(y, q), I
It may happen that x and the points of Xt on the concentric circle











Figure 2.27: dist(x, q) > dist(y, q), II
In particular, p
(i)
1 might lie on the other side of pq than x. But by
construction of cluster points in BS(p) (see Figure 2.23), we will find
a cluster point p′ such that the edge E next to p
(i)
1 is perpendicular
in the midpoint of the segment p′p
(i)
1 . Then dist(x, q) ≥ dist(p′, q) ≥
dist(p
(i)
1 , q). But p
(i)
1 ∈ Xt, so Claim 2.3.7 is satisfied.
Case 3: t′∩t = E, a common edge of t and t′. Then we have two possibilities:
(i) x ∈ BS(p), p a vertex of E. Then the argument of Case 2 (ii) works.
(ii) x /∈ BS(p) and x /∈ BS(p′), for both vertices p,p′ of E. If dist(x, t) > s
then the argument of Case 1 works. But if dist(x, t) ≤ s then by Claim
2.3.5 the point x must be one of the points q′′i (see Figure 2.24) or o
′
i
(see Figure 2.22). Since the edge E is the line perpendicular to the




i, we can conclude that





In this chapter we want to construct tilings using a generalized cut-and-
project method, study how their isometries are encoded in the cut-and-
project data, and present some examples of plane crystallographic tilings
as cut-and-project tilings.
3.1 A generalized Cut-and-Project method.
A cut-and-project tiling is constructed by projecting carefully chosen k-
dimensional faces of the n-dimensional standard hypercube tiling orthogo-
nally to a k-dimensional affine subspace FP of En, obtained by translating a
point P ∈ En with vectors in a k-dimensional linear subspace F ⊂ Rn. Note
that the choice of P will be irrelevant for the construction of the cut-and-
project tiling.
The choice of the k-dimensional faces projected to FP is dictated by the
choice of a window K on the complementary subspace EP ⊂ En orthogonal
to FP . In the literature, the cut-and-project method is applied mainly to
lattices and produces point sets, in this setting windows can be chosen more
freely. But to produce cut-and-project tilings from faces on the standard
hypercube tiling the only choices of windows presented in the literature are
orthogonal projections of translated hypercubes.
Other conditions usually imposed on the space EP and the window K in
the literature are that the projection of the lattice onto EP is dense and that
the boundary of the strip K × FP does not contain any point of the lattice.
These conditions are not easily translated into the tiling setting, but they
certainly exclude more regular cut-and-project tilings, like crystallographic
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tilings. They also make it impossible to vary the projection space F and the
window K continuously.
Therefore we generalize the cut-and-project method by abolishing these
conditions and by imposing instead conditions on the points on the boundary
of the strip K ×F that are allowed in faces of the standard hypercube tiling
projected onto F .
3.1.1 Cut-and-Project data.
As before, F ⊆ Rn is a k-dimensional linear subspace, P ∈ En a point in
the n-dimensional Euclidean space, and FP ⊆ En the k-dimensional affine
subspace obtained by translating P with all the translation vectors in F .
Definition 3.1.1. The n-dimensional unit hypercube HCn ⊂ En is the con-





) ∈ HCn. Faces of HCn are determined by a subset I ⊂ {1, ..., n} and
a tuple δI ∈ {0, 1}I , as the convex hull of all vertices vδ such that δ|I= δI .
The face associated to I and δI is denoted by FδI .
Definition 3.1.2. The n-dimensional standard hypercube tiling HCTn tiles
En with translated unit hypercubes HCn + t, where t runs through all integral
lattice vectors in Zn ⊂ Rn.
To single out the projected k-dimensional faces of the standard hypercube
tiling HCTn we need a further vector γ ∈ Rn. Letting E := F⊥ be the
orthogonal complement of F ⊂ Rn, we have two orthogonal projections
ΠE : En −→ EP and ΠF : En −→ FP
mapping Q ∈ En to the intersection point FQ ∩ EP respectively FP ∩ EQ.
The (canonical) window on EP is the projection Kγ := ΠE (HCn + γ) of the
unit hypercube HCn translated by γ to EP , and the closed (canonical) strip
Σγ is the pre-image Π
−1
E (Kγ) of this window.
For some choices of γ and F we also must decide which parts of the boundary
we exclude from the closed strip Σγ , to obtain the actual (canonical) strip
Σγ (which contains the interior of Σγ, and whose closure is Σγ).
Lemma 3.1.3. For any line L ⊂ EP through P there are pairs of vertices
(vLmax, v
L





have maximal distance among all such pairs of vertices.
For such pairs vLmax − vLmax is always the same vector.
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Proof. Let vi = (0, ..., 1, ..., 0) ∈ Rn be the ith standard basis vector of Rn.
Write a vector vL generating the line L = Rn ·vL+p as vL = Σni=1ai(−1)δi ·vi
with all ai ≥ 0, δi ∈ {0, 1}. Then we can set vLmax := vδ with δ = (δ1, ..., δn)
and vLmax := vδ, with
δi :=
{
1− δi if ai > 0,
δi if ai = 0.





not unique. But by construction vLmax − vLmax is uniquely determined by L,
namely as Σi:ai>0(−1)δivi. Furthermore, the vectors (−1)δivi with ai > 0
are exactly those which are orthogonally projected to non-zero vectors on L,
and these vectors all point to the same direction. Since the projection of the
difference of any other pair of vertices of HCn is the sum of the projections
of either (−1)δivi or −(−1)δivi or 0 for each ai > 0, the length of vLmax− vLmax
is therefore maximal.
Let φL : En −→ En be the translation by the vector vLmax − vLmax. The
maximality of the distance of the orthogonal projections of vLmax and v
L
max to
L implies that φL cannot translate any point on the boundary of Σγ to points
in the interior of Kγ × F (but maybe to points outside Σγ). Since HCn has
only finitely many vertices, there will be only finitely many possibilities for
pairs of vertices (vLmax, v
L
max) as in the lemma, and hence only finitely many
translations φL, say φ1, ..., φl.
Now, we can describe which parts of the boundary of Σγ lie in Σγ:
(i) Σγ ∩ ∂Σγ cannot contain a point x together with one of the translated
points φ1(x), ..., φl(x).
(ii) If x ∈ Σγ is a point on a k-dimensional face of HCTn, then the union of
all the k-dimensional faces of HCTn containing x and contained in Σγ
projects to a set on FP that contains an open neighborhood of ΠF (x).
Here, we can assume that the open neighborhood of ΠF (x) existing by
(ii) always contains a ball Br(ΠF (x)) with a fixed radius r for all x, since
up to translation there are only finitely many possible configurations of k-
dimensional faces in the standard hypercube tiling HCTn that can be pro-
jected as described in (ii).
The linear subspace F ⊂ Rn, the translation vector γ and a subset ∆ ⊂ ∂Σγ
satisfying (i), (ii) are called cut-and-project data.
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3.1.2 The construction of Cut-and-Project tilings.
Given cut-and-project data (F, γ,∆) on En as described in the previous sec-
tion, we construct the associated cut-and-project tiling on the k-dimensional
Euclidean space FP by choosing as tiles the projections ΠF (FδI + t) of those
k-dimensional faces FδI + t in the standard hypercube tiling HCTn (that is,
| I |= k and t ∈ Zn) that lie completely in Σγ.
Theorem 3.1.4. This construction always yields a simple tiling of FP .
Proof. We need to show two statements:
(1) There are no overlaps: If an affine subspace EQ parallel to EP , Q ∈
En, intersects two k-dimensional faces of hypercubes in HCTn in their
interiors then one of the faces cannot completely lie in the strip Σγ.
(2) There are no gaps: Each affine subspace EQ, Q ∈ En, parallel to EP
intersects a k-dimensional face of HCTn that lies completely in the
strip Σγ.
We prove (1) in two steps:
Step 1: dim E = 1, dim F = n−1, that is, E is a line. Then the window Kγ
is an interval, bounded by the projections ΠE(v
E
max + γ) and ΠE(v
E
max + γ).
The hyperplane vEmax + γ + F supports the hypercube HCn + γ in the point
vEmax, that is, HCn + γ lies on one of the two closed half spaces separated by
the hyperplane. vEmax + γ + F may contain faces of the hypercube HCn + γ
of dimension l ≥ 1, and all its vertices can serve as vEmax. The same holds
for vEmax + γ +F . Now, let us assume that F
′, F ′′ are two facets of the same
hypercube HCn + t, t ∈ Zn of HCTn intersecting EQ.
Claim 3.1.5. One of these facets contains a vEmax + t and the other facet
contains the opposite vertex vEmax + t.
This claim excludes that both facets lie in Σγ, by condition (i) on the
boundary of Σγ.
Proof. By definition vEmax, v
E
max each facet of HCn must contain one of the
two vertices. Without loss of generality we can assume that F ′ contains
vEmax + t.
Let E+ be the ray parallel to EP starting in v
E
max and lying in the same half
space as HCn + γ. We can write E
+ as R+ · vE, with vE = Σni=1ai(−1)δivi,
ai ≥ 0, and by definition vEmax = (δ1, ..., δn). In particular, E+ lies in the
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cone generated by the (−1)δivi. For the facets F ′ we can find i ∈ {1, ..., n}
such that
F ′ = Fi = {vEmax + t+ Σnj=1,j 6=irj(−1)δjvj, 0 ≤ rj ≤ 1}
Assume without loss of generality that i = 1. If the line EQ intersects F
′ in
the interior point Q this implies that the ray
E+Q = E
+ + (Q− vmax)
lies in the cone with apex β generated by (−1)δivi. Since Q lies in the interior
of F ′ = F1 we can write
Q = vEmax + t+ Σ
n
j=2qj(−1)δjvj
with qj > 0. But then E
+
Q cannot intersects any other facets containing
vEmax + t because such an intersection point must satisfy rj = 0 for some
j ∈ {2, ..., n}, contradiction to qj > 0. Since F ′′ must also contain either
vEmax + t or v
E
max + t and intersects E
+
Q it contains v
E
max + t .
It remains to consider the case where F ′ and F ′′ are arbitrary facets of
HCTn, not necessarily of the same hypercube. The following claim settles
this case:
Claim 3.1.6. There are vertices v′ ∈ F ′, v′′ ∈ F ′′ whose projections to EP
have distance at least as large as the window Kγ.
Proof. Let EQ intersect the facets F
′ = F (1), F (2), ..., F (k) = F ′′ in the inte-
rior, in this order, where F (i) and F (i+1) are facets of the same hypercube
HCn + ti, ti ∈ Zn, of HCTn. The previous case implies that (without loss of
generality) vEmax+ti ∈ F (i) and vEmax+ti ∈ F (i+1). Furthermore, the projection




max+ti+1). Hence the dis-
tance of the projection of vEmax + t1 ∈ F (1) = F ′ and vEmax + tk−1 ∈ F (k) = F ′′
is greater than or equal to the distance of ΠE(v
E
max + ti) and ΠE(v
E
max + ti),
that is the length of the window Kγ.
Step 2: dim E = n− k > 1, and dim F = k < n− 1.
Assume that EQ (parallel to EP through a point Q ∈ FH +γ ) intersects two
k-dimensional faces F ′, F ′′ of the standard hypercube tiling HCTn.
Choose a line LQ′ ⊂ EQ connecting a point in the interior of F ′ with a point
in the interior of F ′′.
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Claim 3.1.7. There is a hypercube tiling HCn + t in HCTn (that is, t ∈ Zn)
containing F ′, and F ′ contains a point at least as far away from vLmax + t as
vLmax + t.
Here, L ⊂ Rn is the 1-dimensional linear subspace with whose vectors
Q′ ∈ En is translated to obtain the line LQ′ . Consider now the cut-and-
project construction with data L⊥ as the projection space, the same trans-
lation vector γ as before, and a suitable subset ∆ ⊂ ∂Σγ such that ∆ does
not contain any two points with difference vLmax − vLmax. Then the window
K ′γ of this cut-and-project construction is contained in LP . Hence the claim
implies that F ′ and F ′′ will not both lie in the new strip Σ′γ, since F
′ contains
vLmax + t and F
′ a point at least as far away from vLmax + t as v
L
max + t, so we
can apply the arguments of Step 1.
It remains to prove the claim: If LQ′ lies in the hyperplanes of a hypercube
facet of HCTn, then F
′, F ′′ also lie in this hyperplane because LQ′ intersects
F ′, F ′′ in their interiors (see Figure 3.1). Hence in this case we can reduce




Figure 3.1: LQ′ on a facet of the hypercube.
Now, assume that LQ′ does not lie in a hyperplane as above. We can also
assume that Q′ = LQ′ ∩ F ′, and call Q′′ = LQ′ ∩ F ′′. Then the vector vL
generating the line L points from Q′ into the interior of exactly one hypercube
HCn + t
′ of HCTn. Let F
′ = FδI + t
′. The condition on vL implies that the
linear combination vL = Σri(−1)δivi has strictly positive coefficient ri > 0 if
i ∈ I, whereas the other coefficients ri are only required to be ≥ 0. Therefore,
the vertex v of F ′ such that F ′ consists of all points
v + Σi/∈Ibi(−1)δivi,
where 0 ≤ bi ≤ 1 is a vertex vLmax + t′. Note that Q′ lies in the interior of F ′,
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hence we have
Q′ = v + Σi/∈Ib
′
i(−1)δivi




Figure 3.2: F ′ and F ′′ on the same hypercube.
Now, we can repeat the same analysis for the second face F ′′, replacing
Q′ with Q′′, vL with −vL and the hypercube HCn+ t′ with HCn+ t′′, so that
−vL points from Q′′ towards the interior of HCn + t′′. We obtain that F ′′
must contain vLmax + t
′′. By construction, this new vLmax + t
′′ is at least as far
away from vLmax + t
′ then vLmax + t




Figure 3.3: F ′ and F ′′ on different hypercubes.
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To prove (2), consider the union U ⊂ FP of all k-dimensional faces of
HCTn contained in Σγ projected to FP . We need to show that U = FP .
Assume to the contrary that U & FP . Then there exists a point y ∈ U
such that Br(y) 6⊂ U . Let x ∈ En be the point on a k-dimensional face of
HCTn contained in Σγ such that y = ΠF (x). Condition (ii) on Σγ implies
Br(ΠF (x)) ⊂ U , a contradiction.
3.2 Isometries of Cut-and-Project tilings.
Let F, γ and ∆ be cut-and-project data in En. Then we can consider those
isometries α ∈ Isom(En) that map these data to themselves, that is, α(F ) =
F , α(F + γ) = F + γ and α(∆) = ∆. (Note that γ can be changed to
γ + f , with f ∈ F , without changing the cut-and-project tiling). These
isometries α obviously form a group, called the automorphism group of the
cut-and-project data (F, γ,∆) and denoted by Aut(F, γ,∆).
Theorem 3.2.1. Let T be the cut-and-project tiling constructed from F, γ,∆.
Then Aut(T ) ∼= Aut(F, γ,∆) ∩ Aut(HCTn).
Proof. If α ∈ Aut(F, γ,∆) then it fixes FH + γ, the affine subspace in the
center of the strip Σγ. Thus it induces an isometry on FH +γ, and because α
also fixes HCTn , it maps the cut-and-project tiling T (considered as a tiling
of FH + γ) to itself.
Conversely, if β is an isometry of T tiling FH +γ, then β maps the projected
k-dimensional faces of HCTn onto each other, and this can be lifted to an
isometry of HCTn. By construction, this also means that the cut-and-project
data are mapped to themselves by the isometry of HCTn.
3.3 Plane simple tilings with wallpaper group
isometries.
We now show for some wallpaper groups Γ ⊂ Isom(E2) how to construct
plane crystallographic tilings T such that Aut(T ) = Γ. Conjecturally this
should be possible for any wallpaper group, and even for all crystallographic
groups in any dimension. A proof requires the embedding of the crystal-
lographic group in Isom(En) into the automorphism group of the standard
hypercube tiling HCTm for some m > n. To achieve this we use embeddings
of the associated point groups into the symmetry group of the hypercube
HCm, as illustrated in Examples 3.3.2 and 3.3.3.
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Thus, it will be possible to construct plane simple tilings with arbitrary crys-
tallographic groups, without any decoration of tiles by colors and symbols.
This seems to be missing in the literature. Furthermore, the construction
of crystallographic tilings as cut-and-project tilings allows us to take crys-
tallographic tilings as intermediate steps in producing quasi-crystallographic
cut-and-project tilings, simplifying their analysis by dimension reduction. In
particular, when trying to find their symmetries or the symmetries of their
tiling spaces, we can use Theorem 3.2.1.
3.3.1 The standard square tiling HCT2 as a cut-and-
project tiling.
The standard square tiling HCT2 can be interpreted as an extreme case
of a cut-and-project tiling, with F = R2, E = F⊥ = {0}. But we can
also find cut-and-project data in E3 such that the associated cut-and-project
tiling is HCT2: Choose F ⊂ R3 as the coordinate plane F0 = {z = 0} and
γ = 0 ∈ R3. Then the strip Σγ consists of a horizontal layer of cubes, whose
lower facets lies on F0. Pairs of vertices vmax + t, vmax + t on a cube HC3 + t,
t ∈ Z3, differ in the z-coordinate. Thus, if we take as ∆ = ∂Σγ ∩ Σγ the
plane F +(0, 0, 1), then ∆ satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) for cut-and-project
data, and the facets of HCT3 projected to F0 are exactly the facets on ∆.






Figure 3.4: Projection from standard cube tiling.
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3.3.2 Plane crystallographic tilings with automorphism
groups p3 and p6.
If we want to construct plane simple tilings whose automorphism groups are
p3 or p6, Theorem 3.2.1 suggests that we first embed p3 and p6 into Isom(En)
such that the isometries in their images map the standard hypercube tiling
HCTn into itself. This is possible already for n = 3.
Note that in Example 1.1.31 we described p3 and p6 as subgroups of Isom(E2)


















(with respect to t1, t2) by 120





for p6. To construct an embedding of the crystallographic group
ϕ : p3 = Λ · C3 ↪→ Isom(E3)
that maps the standard cube tiling onto itself, we need to find
ϕ(t1), ϕ(t2) ∈ Z3 and ϕ(ρ) ∈ Op(E3)
for some point p ∈ E3 such that
ϕ(ρ) · ϕ(t1) · ϕ(ρ)−1 = ϕ(−t1,−t2) and ϕ(ρ) · ϕ(t2) · ϕ(ρ)−1 = ϕ(t1)









































 xy − 1
z + 1
,
so that just means we add 0−1
1
 = −ϕ(t1)− ϕ(t2) = ϕ(−t1 − t2) = ϕ(ρt1ρ−1).
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For the second generator













so that just means we add ϕ(t1) = ϕ(ρt2ρ
−1). Hence ϕ is a group homo-
morphism, and since ϕ(t1), ϕ(t2), and ϕ(ρ) are described by matrices and
vectors with integral coefficients, ϕ(Λ ·C3) maps the standard cube tiling to
itself.
To obtain an embedding ψ : p6 ↪→ Isom(E3) we extend the embedding ϕ
by setting
ψ(τ) =
−1 0 00 −1 0
0 0 −1
 ,
the reflection at the origin 0 ∈ E3. Since
ψ(τ) · ψ(t1) · ψ(τ)−1 = −ψ(t1) and ψ(τ) · ψ(t2) · ψ(τ)−1 = −ψ(t2),
as easy calculation show, we see that ψ is a group homomorphism, too.
By construction, the projection of the standard cube to the line E is the
interval on E between (0, 0, 0) and (1, 1, 1). Hence a window Ka ⊂ E is
bounded by points (a, a, a) and (a+ 1, a+ 1, a+ 1) for arbitrary a ∈ R. The
vertices of the standard cube tiling lie on the affine planes Fk parallel to
F given by {x + y + z = k}, k ∈ Z. On each plane Fk, the vertices form a
hexagonal lattice (with side length
√
2). Edges of a cube in the tiling connect
a vertex on a plane Fk to a vertex on the plane Fk+1, see Figure 3.5.







). Therefore, there are two configurations
of planes Fk in a strip Σa = Ka × F :
Case A: a 6∈ 1
3
· Z








Projecting the vertices from the three planes onto F we obtain three hexago-
nal lattices, where the points of each lattice are the midpoints of (alternating)









Figure 3.5: First configuration of planes Fk in Σa.
Connecting adjacent points projected from Fk, Fk+1 and Fk+2 yields the
edges of the cut-and-project tiling for the window Ka as in Figure 3.6.
Figure 3.6: Cut-and-project tiling with automorphism group p6.
Note that the resulting cut-and-project tiling is the same for all windows
Ka with a 6∈ 13 · Z. In particular, we can assume a = −
1
2
. Then we have
automorphisms of the standard cube tiling that map the strip Σa = Ka × F
to itself: the composition of the reflection at F = F0 and the rotation around
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E by 60o. This induces the rotation by 60o around the origin of F as a sym-
metry of the cut-and-project tiling. Consequently, the automorphism group
of the cut-and-project tiling is p6.
Case B: a = k
3
for some k ∈ Z
Then the four planes Fk, Fk+1, Fk+2, Fk+3 lie in Σa. The vertices of the stan-
dard cube tiling lying on Fk and Fk+3 project to the same hexagonal lattice,
so to obtain a proper cut-and-project tiling we must decide for each pair of
vertices projected to the same point which one to include in the cut-and-
project construction. We choose points on Fk (black) and on Fk+3 (red) in
the hexagonal lattice as indicated Figure 3.7.
Figure 3.7: Boundary components of σa in case B.
We see that no rotation by 60o around a point of the hexagonal lattice
maps all the points chosen on Fk to the points chosen on Fk+3 because all red
points and all black points are vertices of an equilateral triangle with vertices
of the same color. But then reflection at Fk+ 3
2
cannot be composed with such
a rotation to obtain an automorphism of the standard cube tiling in the strip
Σa, as in Case A. Consequently, the automorphisms of the cut-and-project
tiling (see Figure 3.8) in Case B form the crystallographic group p3.
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Figure 3.8: Cut-and-project tiling with automorphism group p3.
3.3.3 A Cut-and-Project tiling with the same auto-
morphism group as the rhomb tiling.
It is impossible to find cut-and-project data in E3 such that the associated
cut-and-project tiling is the rhomb tiling: The only orthogonal projection
that maps a facet of a cube in HCT3 onto a rhomb with angles 60
o and 120o






We have studied cut-and-project data including this projection in Section
3.3.2 and one of the results was that such cut-and-project tilings contain
rhombs with three different orientations (see Figures 3.6 and 3.8). Thus the
cut-and-project tiling cannot be the rhomb tiling. However, it is possible to
construct a cut-and-project tiling from HCT3 whose automorphism group is
the same as the rhomb tiling.
We first calculate the automorphism group of the rhomb tiling TR constructed
in Section 2.1. To this purpose we use that TR can be obtained from the
standard square tiling HCT2 by applying an affine automorphism M of E2.
Consider the unit square in the xy-plane, with vertices
(0, 0), (1, 0), (0, 1), (1, 1)
Consider the unit rhomb with the following vertices:
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and maps the unit square to the unit rhomb. Similarly, the unit square






Consequently, M maps the unit square tiling to the unit rhomb tiling.
Claim 3.3.1. An affine automorphism of the unit square tiling is an isome-
try.
Proof. An affine automorphism of the unit square tiling maps a square s1 to
another square s2. Hence the affine transformation can be decomposed into a
translation t mapping a vertex P of s1 to a vertex Q of s2 and a linear map α
fixing Q and mapping t·s1 to s2. But α maps the two edges of t·s1 starting in
Q to the two edges of s2 starting in Q. Both pairs of edges are orthogonal to
each other, all the edges have length 1, hence α is described by an orthogonal
matrix, and thus an affine transformation t · α is an isometry.
Now, consider all the isometries of the unit square ABCD, i.e., all the
distance-preserving mappings of the square to itself. Let us denote by H, V ,
and D1, D2 the reflections in the horizontal and vertical mid-lines, and in the
diagonals AC, BD, respectively. Denote by r0, r1, r2, r3 the rotations about
the center of the square by 0, 90, 180, 270 degrees, respectively. These eight
transformations are all symmetries of the square and form the dihedral group
D4: The automorphism group of the square is in the permutation group Γ4
of the vertices, for an automorphism of the square is determined by its effect
on the four vertices of the square. The eight symmetries are all symmetries
because edges adjacent in one vertex must be mapped to edges adjacent in











































Any automorphism of the unit square tiling HCT2 is a composition of the






∈ Z2. If we conjugate one of these automorphisms with the















































where T is one of symmetries above and n,m ∈ Z.









we get MTM−1 = T is an
orthogonal matrix and hence it is an isometry, whereas for all the other T ,











































Conversely, if we conjugate automorphisms of the rhomb tiling with the
inverse M−1 we obtain automorphisms of the unit square tiling. They must
be isometries by Claim 3.3.1.
Therefore, the isometric automorphism group Aut(TR) of the rhomb tiling is


















are exactly the translations mapping the rhomb tiling TR to itself. This
means Aut(TR) is a product of Trans(TR) ∼= Z2 and D2 = C2 × C2. Since
the Aut(TR) contains a lattice of full rank it is a crystallographic group iso-
morphic to Z2 o D2, where the two standard lattice generates t1, t2 of Z2
are interchanged when conjugated with one generator a of D2 = C2 × C2,
whereas conjugation with the other generator b exchanges the standard lat-
tice generators and reflects them at the origin.
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Next, we embed Z2 o (C2 × C2) generated by t1, t2, a, b into Isom(E3):
Map











a 7−→ ϕ(a) =
e1 7−→ e2e2 7−→ e1
e3 7−→ e3
 ∈ O(3), b 7−→ ϕ(b) =




a · b =
 e1 7−→ e2e2 7−→ e1
e3 7−→ −e3
 = b · a,





= n · ϕ(t1) +m · ϕ(t2), we have







y − nx+ n
z +m
 ·a−→
x+ ny − n
z +m
 ,









 = −n · ϕ(t1) +m · ϕ(t2),







 x− ny + n
−z +m
 ·b−→
x− ny + n
z −m
 ,









 = n · ϕ(t1)−m · ϕ(t2),
we see that ϕ(Z2 o (C2 × C2)) is indeed isomorphic to Z2 o (C2 × C2).
Now we identify the linear subspace which is part of the cut-and-project
data as a subspace of E3 which is invariant under ϕ(t1), ϕ(t2), ϕ(a) and ϕ(b):





, and the orthogonal complement







Obviously, F is invariant under the isometries ϕ(t1), ϕ(t2), ϕ(a) and ϕ(b).
For the cut-and project method we also need to think about the window.
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Recall that the window is a translate of the projection of the unit cube to
E which is parallel to the diagonal of the unit square, so the window K is a
translate of the diagonal of the unit square. The strip will be Σ = K × F ,
and the facets of the standard cube tiling inside Σ lie on a staircase, where






Figure 3.9: Cut-and project for Z2 oD2.
If we project horizontally in direction of the line E then the vertical edges
are not dilated, and will be just a line segment of length 1. If we look for
the projection of horizontal edges we will get a shorter line segment of length
half of the diagonal, that is 1
2
√
2. To summarise, the projected facets will
be rectangles of side lengths 1 and 1
2
√
2, as in Figure 3.10, and the cut-and-







Figure 3.10: Projected facets in strip Σ.
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Figure 3.11: Cut-and-project tiling with automorphism group Z2 oD2.
Wallpaper groups isomorphic to Z2oD2 are denoted by ”pmm” in crystal-
lography. The automorphism group of the rectangle tiling constructed above
and the rhomb tiling are a priori only abstractly isomorphic, but a general
theorem on crystallographic groups [11, Theorem 19] states that these groups
considered as subgroups of Isom(E2) must be conjugated by an affine trans-
formation. So it seems at least to be possible that all automorphism groups of
crystallographic tilings can be obtained by conjugating automorphism groups
of cut-and-project crystallographic tilings with affine transformations. In our
case, we just need to find an affine transformation which maps the rectangle
with side length 1 and 1
2
√
2 to the rhomb with side length 1 and angles 60o
and 120o. This can be done by using a rescaling by the factor
√
2 in hor-
izontal direction, which maps the rectangle to unit square, and combine it
with the affine transformation from the beginning of the section which maps
HCT2 to the rhomb tiling.
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